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In this study, we have investigated the interaction of various different atomic and molecular species (H, C, O,
H2, and O2) with the monatomic chains of Au, Ag, and Cu via total-energy calculations using the plane-wave
pseudopotential method based on density functional theory. The stability, energetics, mechanical, and electronic
properties of the clean and contaminated Au, Ag, and Cu nanowires have been presented. We have observed
that the interaction of H, C, or O atoms with the monatomic chains are much stronger than the one of H2 or O2

molecules. The atomic impurities can easily be incorporated into these nanowires; they form stable and strong
bonds with these one-dimensional structures when they are inserted in or placed close to the nanowires. Moreover,
the metal-atomic impurity bond is much stronger than the metal-metal bond. Upon elongation, the nanowires
contaminated with atomic impurities usually break from the remote metal-metal bond. We have observed both
metallic and semiconducting contaminated nanowires depending on the type of impurity, whereas all clean
monatomic chains of Au, Cu, and Ag exhibit metallic behavior. Our findings indicate that the stability and the
electronic properties of these monatomic chains can be tuned by using appropriate molecular or atomic additives.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The fabrication of the stable gold monatomic chains
suspended between two gold electrodes is one of the break-
throughs in nanoscience and technology, since the miniatur-
ization of the electronic components is one of the significant
cornerstones in the development and improvement of new
devices in nanoelectronics. Nanowires show unusual mechan-
ical, chemical, and electronic properties such as quantized
conductance and much stiffer bonds compared to the ones in
the bulk.1,2 First, Ohnishi et al.3 have visualized the monatomic
chains by using transmission electron microscopy (TEM). At
the same time, Yanson et al.4 have produced the monatomic
chain and they have measured its conductance. However,
unusually long interatomic lengths have been measured,
namely 3.5–4 Å, which is very large compared to those of
bulk and dimer gold, in the bond-length measurements of
these monatomic chains. Theoretical calculations on clean Au
monatomic chains have revealed that it breaks before reaching
such long interatomic distances.5–11 Several explanations have
been proposed in order to solve this puzzling experimental
observation of long interatomic distances. For example,
Sanchez-Portal and co-workers12,13 have proposed a zigzag
structure, where every second atom is fixed at its position,
while the other atom rotates around the nanowire axis for a
chain with an odd number of atoms. It has been argued that
this rotation has been missed in TEM experiments. However,
Koizuma et al.14 have not found any evidence of spinning of
gold atoms of these chain nanowires.

Another explanation is the presence of impurity atoms,
such as C, H, or O, in chain nanowire structure.15–27 These
light impurity atoms cannot be imaged by TEM. Later, Au
monatomic chains synthesized28 under cryogenic vacuum at
4.7 K have retained interatomic distance as 2.5 ± 0.2 Å, which
is consistent with the theoretical calculations. Furthermore, in
order to explain the observed long interatomic distances, the
electrical charging of the nanowire is also considered because

of the fact that the excess charge might stabilize the longer
bond lengths.29

Moreover, it has been shown that the tendency of evolving
into monatomic chains of 5d metals is higher than that of 4d

and 3d metals such as Ag and Cu.30,31 As suggested by Smit
et al., the physical origin of this inclination of 5d elements
might be related to s-d completion caused by relativistic
effects.32 The formation of suspended linear monatomic chains
consequent to stretching of gold nanowires along the [110]
crystal direction is studied by using density functional theory
and tight-binding molecular dynamics (TBMD) calculations
and it has been found that formation of single atomic
chains can be possible only when the crystal symmetry is
broken in the early elongation stages.33 Note that thermal
fluctuations or pulling of the wire along slightly off-axis can
induce this crystallographic asymmetry. Furthermore, single
chain Au nanowires are formed from Au wire under tensile
deformation after several structural transformations displaying
different nanowire structures.34 In addition, Hasmy et al. have
investigated the formation and stability of suspended Au,
Ag, and Cu monatomic chains by using TBMD.35 Single
atomic chain formation has been observed at temperatures
equal to or above 500, 200, and 4 K for Au, Ag, and Cu,
respectively, and Ag and Cu form shorter chains compared
to Au. They have argued that stability of chains is related
to permanent sd hybridization along the chain. In contrast to
previous theoretical and experimental studies, Sato et al.36

have revealed that Cu suspended linear atomic chains are
possible along [111], [110], and [100] directions from both
theoretical and experimental investigations, and along with
Amorim et al.37 have studied both the formation and the
breaking of Cu nanowires by performing realistic molecular-
dynamics simulations of the Cu nanowires under stress along
[111], [110], and [100] crystallographic directions and found
that the Cu nanowires have been formed in all direction but
the nanowires have been short compared to the Au case.
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Furthermore, in the case of Au, helical nanowires are formed
under stress and these wires evolve to longer linear chain
nanowires upon stretching.38

Mechanical, structural, and electronic properties as well as
the growth and the formation of nanowires may be modified by
the interaction with atomic or molecular species. These effects
are verified from conductance measurements together with
calculations.39–42 Recently, Thijssen et al. have reported that
longer Au, Ag, and Cu chains can be formed in the presence of
an O atom.43,44 Hence the formation and the stability of the Ag
and Cu chains can be enhanced by an oxygen atom. They have
claimed that the atomic oxygen rather than the molecular one
incorporate into the Au chains. Conductance measurements
exhibit a peak at 1G0 at both 4.2 and 40 K and a small peak
at 0.1G0 at 40 K.43 Besides, Zhang et al. have attended that
the contaminated nanowires exhibit enhanced strength and tip
atoms can join to the wire upon stretching by investigating the
interaction of the tip suspended gold chains with molecular
oxygen and dissociated oxygen.45 The conductance of the wire
containing molecular oxygen has been found to be close to
1G0, in agreement with the experimental results.43 Moreover,
the low conductance value as 0.1G0 observed in the experiment
can be related to incorporation of an atomic oxygen into
the Au nanowire. On the other hand, Novaes et al.23 have
demonstrated that the insertion of an oxygen atom in a thin
gold nanowire can affect the breaking of the nanowire. The
O atom forms both stable and strong bonds with the gold
atoms in the nanowire and can mediate extraction of atoms
from the tip to form longer chains. In addition, the formation
of the monatomic gold chains in the presence of impurities
(H, C, O, and S) have been simulated by Anglada et al.46

They have observed that the hydrogen atom always evaporates
before the formation of the chain and the C and O atoms
can be incorporated into the chain, but with a low probability.
However, the S atom is almost always found in the final stage of
the chain. Also, the interaction of hydrogen molecule with gold
nanojunction and nanowire have been studied. Csonka and
co-workers.47,48 have shown that the Au chains can be pulled
even in a hydrogen environment and can interact strongly with
the hydrogen molecules from experimental investigation of the
interaction of the hydrogen molecule and the gold nanowire.
However, the conductance of the clean gold chain drops to
lower values in the presence of hydrogen molecule. Besides,
the interaction of the H2 and the gold nanowire strongly depend
on the elongation stage of the nanowire.49 The H2 molecule
can incorporate into the gold chain with a high binding
energy and affects its conductance. Furthermore, Jelinek et al.
have analyzed evolution of the mechanical and transport
properties of the clean and contaminated Au nanowires during
stretching.50 Recently, simulation of the elongation of silver
contact in the presence of the O2 molecule and electronic
transport during elongation have been calculated by Qi.51 They
have found that O2 molecule can coalesce into the chain and
affects the transport of the silver nanocontact. Moreover, the
electronic band structure of the Au atomic nanowires has been
modified and has been tuned by adjusting the density of the Si
impurity atoms.52

A detailed investigation of the interaction of atomic and
molecular species with nanocontacts and nanowires is essential
for both fundamental and applied perspectives. In this paper,

we have studied the stability, mechanical, and electronic prop-
erties of the clean and contaminated monatomic nanowires
from first principles. After introducing the computational
methods, infinite clean Au, Ag, and Cu nanowires have been
presented. Next, the effect of impurity atoms, namely H, H2,
C, O, and O2, on the stability, mechanical, and electronic
properties of Au, Ag, and Cu monatomic chains has been
discussed.

II. METHOD

We have performed first-principles plane-wave
calculations53,54 within density functional theory (DFT),55

using ultrasoft pseudopotentials.56 A plane-wave basis set
with kinetic energy cutoff (Ecut) 400 and 560 eV has been
used depending on the pseudopotentials of atoms. The
exchange-correlation potential has been approximated by
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) by using PW91
formulation.57 All structures have been treated in a tetragonal
supercell geometry (with lattice parameters a, b, and c)
using periodic boundary conditions. In order to eliminate
interaction between adjacent isolated wires, a large spacing
(a = b ∼13 Å) has been introduced. The nanowires have
been oriented along the z axis. The Brillouin zone of the
nanowires has been sampled by 1 × 1 × 49 and 1 × 1 × 15
k-point meshes within the Monkhorst-Pack scheme58 for the
unit cell and supercell containing four unit cells, respectively.
Note that linear and zigzag structures contain one and two
atoms in their unit cells, respectively. For partial occupancies,
we have used the Methfessel-Paxton smearing method.59 The
width of smearing has been chosen as 0.05 eV for geometry
optimization calculations. All atomic positions and lattice
parameters have been optimized by using the conjugate
gradient method where total energy and atomic forces have
been minimized. The convergence for energy has been chosen
as 10−5 eV between two ionic steps, and the maximum force
allowed on each atom has been set to 0.03 eV/Å.

III. INFINITE WIRES

In this section, infinite linear and zigzag monatomic chains
of Au, Ag, and Cu have been studied in order to provide a
benchmark for the following calculations, and results have
been compared with available experimental and theoretical
works. Figure 1(a) shows the structures of these chain
nanowires. Total energy of a given wire structure has been
obtained by fixing both shape and lattice parameters of the
structure, but the atoms within the unit cell are fully relaxed.
Figure 2(a) displays the variation of the cohesive energy Ecoh

of clean monatomic wires of Au, Ag, and Cu as a function
of d, which represents both the interatomic distance and the
lattice constant (c) in the linear monatomic chains and half
of the lattice constant in the zigzag chains. The definition of
d is illustrated in Fig. 1(a). We have defined Ecoh in terms
of the calculated total energy of nanowire (Ewire

tot ) and the
spin polarized ground-state energy of the isolated metal atom
(Eatom) composing the nanowire:

Ecoh = Ewire
tot

n
− Eatom,
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Structure of (i) linear and (ii) zigzag
monatomic chain nanowires. d and s are the interatomic distances
in linear and zigzag wires, respectively. α is the bond angle
defined for zigzag wire. In (b), unit-cell and structural properties of
(iii) uniformly expanding, (iv) dimerized, and (v) broken wires are
shown. In uniformly expanding wire case, d represents the common
bond length and c is the lattice constant, which is always equal to
4d . Dimerized wire can be described as a linear chain of dimers. d1

and d2 are the bond length in the dimer and dimer-dimer distance,
respectively. In the broken wire case, wire splits into two weakly or
noninteracting parts from a particular bond. d1 is the distance between
these two separated parts.

where n is the number of atom in the nanowire, and it is equal
to 1 and 2 for the linear and the zigzag chains, respectively.

A common feature is that the zigzag structure is more
energetically favorable than the linear one for all studied
elements. The zigzag structure of Au has two minima. The
structures at both of the minima are more stable than the linear

(a) (b)

FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Variation in the calculated cohesive
energy Ecoh as a function of d for infinite Au, Ag, and Cu
monatomic chains. For zigzag chains, d is equal to half of the lattice
constant. Open (solid) circles represent the linear (zigzag) structure.
(b) Cohesive energy versus lattice constant variation in the uniformly
expanding (open circles), the dimerized (triangle), and the broken
wires (square).

structure. The calculated structural parameters and cohesive
energies of all wires are summarized in Table I. It is well known
that Au, Ag, and Cu atoms have eight first nearest neighbors in
their bulk crystals, while the coordination number is only two
for linear monatomic chain and at most three for the narrow
angle zigzag chain. Because of this, the nearest-neighbor
distances in nanowires are shorter than those in bulk crystal.

According to the well-known Peierls distortion, a uniform
one-dimensional chain structure with a partially filled band
cannot be stable, hence there are other structures like dimerized
chain lower in energy compared to perfect chain structure. In
this phenomena, a bond-length alternation occurs in the wire
and the system undergoes a metal-to-insulator transition. The
possibility of Peierls distortion and the mechanical stability
has been investigated by stretching the clean monatomic chains
along the wire axis. A four-atom supercell has been constructed
for the linear nanowires of Au, Ag, and Cu. We have considered
three different wire structures, which are labeled as uniformly
expanding, dimerized, and broken wires, shown in Fig. 1(b).
The variation in cohesive energy as a function of lattice
constant (c) along the wire axis for these wire structures
is displayed in Fig. 2(b). In all elongation steps, we have
conserved the linearity of wire structure, that is, the relaxation
of atoms has been allowed only along the wire direction.
Here, we have observed three different behaviors. In the first
one, the monatomic chain elongates uniformly under axial
tensile force by preserving the symmetry, corresponding to
uniformly expanding wires denoted in Fig. 1(b)(iii). However,
this type of elongation is energetically favorable up to a certain
lattice constant or elongation level. Beyond a critical point,
which is different for each element, two different elongations
of chains are likely to take place. This point represents the
inflection point of the energy curve shown in Fig. 2(b).
After this point, two different structural transformations of the
nanowire might be observed, and a smaller force is required
to pull the nanowire further. These two possible behaviors
are called dimerization and breaking of the nanowire. In the
former case depicted in Fig. 1(b)(iv), we have observed two
different bond lengths, which are the interatomic distance in
each individual dimer (d1) and the dimer-dimer distance (d2).
d1 approaches the equilibrium isolated dimer bond length as
the distance between the dimers is long enough to eliminate
interaction between them. In the case of the last possible
elongation, one of the interatomic distance in the nanowire
is very long compared to the others and wire breaks from this
bond, displayed in Fig. 1(b)(v). The dimerized and breaking
structures have been obtained by moving the second and
third atoms of the uniformly expanding wire in opposite
directions in small amounts. Then, system has been allowed
to relax again. It is seen from Fig. 2(b) that the uniformly
expanding structure is not energetically favorable after the
inflection point. When the inflection point is reached, the
sign of force changes from minus to plus, and wire begins
to exhibit particular behaviors that are different from that of
the uniformly expanding structure. The energy of the system
is lower when the wire elongates irregularly; in other words,
each bond expands in different amounts. The energy gain is
larger than the energy loss upon the breaking of a bond for
the broken structure. Two bonds must be broken in order to
obtain the dimerized wire, while we need to break only one
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TABLE I. Comparison of the calculated structural parameters and cohesive energies (Ecoh) for the linear and the zigzag structures of Au, Ag,
and Cu nanowires. The nearest-neighbor distance (d) and Ecoh has also been calculated for the optimized bulk crystals. s and α are interatomic
distance and bond angle in the zigzag nanowire, respectively. dmax and FB represent the maximum possible nearest-neighbor bond length and
the force (1 nN = 0.62 eV/Å) sustainable by the four-atom nanowire just before breaking, respectively. EBB is the energy of broken bond.

Atom Structure d (Å) s (Å) α (deg) Ecoh (eV) dmax (Å) FB (nN) EBB (eV)

linear 2.62 2.62 180 1.67 2.90 1.79 0.87
Au zigzag1 1.35 2.75 58.8 2.20

zigzag2 2.34 2.57 130.6 1.87
bulk 2.95 3.21

dimer 2.53 1.29

linear 2.67 2.67 180 1.34 2.90 1.06 0.61
Ag zigzag 1.35 2.80 57.7 1.71

bulk 2.93 2.76
dimer 2.58 1.06

linear 2.30 2.30 180 1.74 2.63 1.53 0.89
Cu zigzag 1.20 2.41 59.7 2.36

bulk 2.58 3.76
dimer 2.22 1.33

bond for forming the broken wire. Therefore the energy gain
in the formation of the dimerized wire is lower than that of
the broken wire. As a result, the wire prefers to break after the
inflection point. We can estimate the energy of the broken bond
(EBB) by simply taking the difference between equilibrium
structure total energy of uniformly expanding wire and the total
energy of the completely broken wire. The total energy does
not change anymore upon pulling the nanowire in the broken
structure. Table I shows the breaking point (dmax), the breaking
force (FB), and the broken bond energy in the breaking wire.
FB and dmax are the maximum force sustainable by nanowire
just before the rupture and the maximum possible bond length,
respectively. It is found that FB takes the highest value in the
Au wire case. The calculated FB values for Au, Ag, and Cu
are 1.79, 1.06, and 1.53 nN, respectively. Bahn and Jacobsen30

have calculated the breaking forces of Au, Ag, and Cu chains
as 1.31, 0.9, and 1.18 nN, respectively. The experimental value
of FB for Au chain is 1.5 ± 0.3 nN,60 in agreement with our re-
sults. Rubio-Bollinger et al.60 have calculated FB ranging from
1.6 to 1.7 nN by using GGA. They have pointed out that the
value of FB depends on the exchange-correlation functional. da
Silva and co-workers8,9 have studied the formation, evolution,
and breaking of Au nanowires from DFT based methods. They
have found FB as 2.4 nN for LDA and 1.9 nN for GGA. Ribeiro
and Cohen61 have obtained a value of 2.5 nN by using LDA.
The breaking force of 1.75 nN has been found by Ayuela et al.29

Ag nanowire has both the smallest broken bond energy and
the smallest breaking force. Cu and Au have very similar bond
energies being 0.87 and 0.89 eV, respectively. The longest
interatomic bond distances in the four-atom-long Au chain
just before breaking is found to be 2.9 Å. In literature, one
of the longest Au-Au bond distances before rupture of wire
is around 3.1 Å.8,9,29 Skurodumova et al.62 have studied the
electronic structure and the stability of gold nanowires of
different lengths. They have shown that the wire stability
steadily decreases with increasing number of atoms (N ) in
the supercell. When N = 2 and 3, the breaking point is close
to 2.9 Å. This bond distance decreases to 2.6 Å, when N � 7.

The N = 4 case is similar to our case. When the Au-Au bond
length exceeds the value of 2.9 Å, breaking is more favorable
than dimerization.

IV. EFFECT OF THE IMPURITY

Next, we have investigated the effect of impurity atoms
(H, C, and O) and molecules (H2 and O2) on the electronic
properties and the mechanical stability of Au, Cu, and Ag
monatomic chains. The wire structures used in calculations are
represented in Fig. 3(a). The wire-impurity system has been
put in a large tetragonal supercell to get rid of interactions
among the wire-impurity system and its periodic images. We
have thoroughly checked the effect of cell size along the wire
axis, i.e., periodic direction, on Aun-C (n = 2,3,4,5,7) wires.
For longer chains, the only significant change is the length of
the metal-metal bond farthest away from the impurity atom,
and it approaches to the value of the bond length of the pure
metal wire, while the corresponding energy change in pure
chain wire is just 20 meV. In experiments, nanowires are finite
in length and form between two tips. Previous studies63,64

have suggested that the stability of a nanocontact containing
a monatomic chain is mainly determined by its chain part.
Therefore our simple model is reliable to study stability of both
clean and contaminated monatomic chains. Experimentally,
most of the nanowires are created under tension. Therefore
we have also considered nanowires under tension to simulate
realistic experimental conditions. The wire-impurity system
has been elongated with a small increment, �c = 0.2 Å, and
all atoms have been allowed to relax. We have kept the linear
structure of the nanowires during structural optimization. At
each step, the total energy of the system has been recalculated.
The relaxed previous step has been used as the initial structure
of the next step. This procedure has been continued until the
nanowire rupture.

It is expected that the breaking of a contaminated nanowire
should be different than that of a clean one due to the presence
of the impurity; the impurity should modify the strength and
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Impurity inserted in the linear
monatomic chain. Big yellow (small gray) spheres represents metal
(atomic or molecular impurity). Distances between the relevant atoms
at equilibrium are given in Table II. Metal atoms have been labeled as
M1, M2, M3, and M4. I and I1-I2 represent the atomic and molecular
impurities, respectively. (b) Possible interaction configurations of
molecular impurity with the clean nanowire.

stability of the bonds. Consequently, we have studied the
broken bond energies of the metal-metal bond far away from
the impurity (the bond between M1 and M2), the metal-metal
bond just next to the impurity (M2-M3), and the metal-
impurity bond (M3-I1). Several structural parameters for the
equilibrium structures, the broken bond energies for several
bonds, and the position of the broken bonds are summarized
in Table II. Which bond breaks first during the elongation
strongly depends on the type of impurity. Except Ag-O
and -C wires, the breaking of the bond b1 is energetically more
favorable compared to the other bonds in the atomic impurity
case, implying that the impurity has an influence not only on
the first-nearest-neighbor but also on the next-nearest-neighbor
metal atoms and bonds. Figure 4 displays the evolution of the
bond lengths for the atomic impurity as a function of the
elongation. We have observed that the metal-impurity bond
(b3) length remains almost constant during stretching. On
the other hand, the length of the metal-metal bonds (b1 and
b2) increases almost linearly up to a certain lattice constant.
The rupture of nanowire immediately happens beyond this
critical wire length and a sharp variation in the bond lengths
occurs.

Similar to the clean nanowire case, broken bond energy
has been defined in terms of the calculated total energy of
the equilibrium structure of the contaminated nanowire EGS

tot
and the total energy of the corresponding completely broken

structure (EBS
tot ) as EBS

tot − EGS
tot . The broken bond energy

reflects the stiffness of a particular bond. In Table II, we have
given three different broken bond energies, namely EBB , E23

BB ,
and E35

BB . EBB is the broken bond energy of the weakest bond.
E23

BB (E35
BB) denotes the broken bond energy of the bond that is

between M2 and M3 (M3 and I1). EBB takes the highest value
in the H case and it is lower than EBB of clean nanowires;
see Tables I and II. The incorporation of the atomic impurity
weakens the strength of the bond b1. In the atomic impurity
case, E35

BE is at least 1.5 times larger than EBB . We have found
that the Au, Cu, and Ag nanowires contaminated with O and
H never break from the M-I bond. EBB takes noticeably small
values in the molecular impurity cases. We can suggest that
the formation of linear Ag-H2 and Ag-O2 monatomic chains
illustrated in Fig. 3(a) is not possible according to our model.
However, the Cu-O2 system is quite stable compared to Ag
and Au wires containing H2 and O2 molecules.

In the molecular impurity cases, the O-O and H-H bond
distances can help to quantify the interaction strength between
the molecules and the nanowires. In the isolated O2 and H2

molecules, the bond distances are calculated as 1.23 and
0.74 Å, respectively. The O-O bond length becomes 1.28
Å for Au, 1.31 Å for Cu, and 1.27 Å for the Ag case. The
highest stretching in the O-O bond has been achieved in the Cu
nanowire, implying that interaction between the O2 molecule
and the Cu chain is the strongest one. For the H2 molecule case,
the H-H bond length increases to 0.87, 0.85, and 0.8 Å for Au,
Cu, and, Ag, respectively. Both molecules do not dissociate
over the nanowires. Similarly, Jelinek et al. have shown that
the energy barrier for the H2 dissociation over the stretched
Au nanowire is 0.1 eV.50 Moreover, Barnett et al. have shown
that a barrierless incorporation of H2 into the nanocontact is
possible for the broken Au wire.49

The Bader charges65,66 have been calculated for equilibrium
structures and are tabulated in Table III. We have observed that
charge transfers from metal atoms to the impurity. The Bader
analysis reveals that O takes more charge from the nanowire
compared to C and H atoms. While the calculated Bader
charge on the C (H) atom is in the range −0.23 (−0.06)|e|
to −0.41 (−0.29)|e|, the Bader charge on the O atom in the
nanowire is in the range −0.65|e| to −0.83|e|. This is expected
since O is the most electronegative element among the studied
impurities. The metal atoms on the either side of the atomic
impurity are always positively charged, ranging from +0.17|e|
to +0.45|e|. The charge on metal atoms M1 and M2 is usually
small compared to that on M3 and M4 atoms.

The character of the bonds in the Cu-atomic impurity
nanowire is displayed as a prototype in Fig. 5 using charge-
density contour plots. The Au and Ag wires exhibit similar
properties. The covalent character of the Cu-C bond is depicted
by the localization of bond charge between Cu and C atoms.
However, in the Cu-H and the Cu-O nanowires, ioniclike
bonding is observed between the metal and the impurity
atoms. The presence of the impurity atoms modifies the charge
distribution along the nanowire. Due to the covalent nature of
the Cu-C bond, impurity-metal bond energy takes the highest
value in the Cu-C nanowire; see Table II. Due to the character
of the bonds, the Cu-H and Cu-O bonds are more flexible
compared to the Cu-C bond.
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TABLE II. Optimized bond lengths between the relevant atoms dij (in Å) for equilibrium structures. EBB is the energy of the weakest bond
and BB indicates the position of this bond in terms of the labeled atoms i and j . E35

BB and E23
BB are the metal-impurity (M1-I) and metal-metal

(M2-M3) bond energies, respectively. F
np

break is the breaking force of M1-M2-M3-I-M4 nanowire. Breaking force of M-I alloy nanowire is
denoted by F

p

break. Forces are given in units of nN (= 0.62 eV/Å). μ is the net magnetic moment per cell in units of Bohr magneton (μB ). EP
means electronic properties of nanowires. S and M stand for metallic and semiconducting nanowire. The values quoted in parentheses are the
energy band gaps for semiconducting nanowires. Energies are given in eV.

System d12 d23 d34 d35 EBB BB E35
BB E23

BB F
np

break F
p

break μ EP

Au-H 2.59 2.61 3.32 1.66 0.87 1-2 1.34 1.19 1.56 2.92 0 M
Au-H2 2.66 2.59 4.36 1.74 0.30 3-5 0.30 1.17 0 S (0.32)
Au-C 2.63 2.52 3.74 1.87 0.47 1-2 2.80 1.73 0.90 4.84 0 S (0.13)
Au-O 2.65 2.52 3.92 1.96 0.55 1-2 1.39 1.67 1.16 4.21 2 M
Au-O2 2.67 2.53 5.66 2.19 0.16 3-5 0.16 1.88 2 S(0.68)

Ag-H 2.65 2.68 3.44 1.72 0.83 1-2 1.36 0.97 1.01 2.27 0 M
Ag-H2 2.70 2.62 4.76 1.98 0.17 3-5 0.17 1.15 0 S(0.6)
Ag-C 2.77 2.69 4.06 2.03 0.68 2-3 1.53 0.68 0.85 2.77 1.73 M
Ag-O 2.66 2.68 4.11 2.06 0.72 2-3 1.34 0.72 1.00 2.97 1.74 M
Ag-O2 2.70 2.60 6.19 2.43 0.03 3-5 0.03 1.42 2 M

Cu-H 2.31 2.31 3.08 1.54 0.87 1-2 1.48 1.26 1.34 2.71 0 M
Cu-H2 2.34 2.28 4.19 1.68 0.37 3-5 0.37 1.34 0 S(0.32)
Cu-C 2.31 2.30 3.58 1.79 0.74 1-2 2.54 1.29 1.03 4.35 0.94 M
Cu-O 2.33 2.30 3.53 1.77 0.65 1-2 2.18 1.41 1.05 4.77 2 M
Cu-O2 2.34 2.23 4.94 1.81 0.53 1-2 0.72 2.07 2 S(0.21)

As listed in Table II, except for the Au-C system, magnetism
emerges in wires containing C, O, and O2 impurities whereas
the clean Au, Ag, and Cu chains have nonmagnetic ground
state. C and O have valence electronic configurations of s2p2

and s2p4, respectively. In the Cu-impurity system, p orbitals
of both C and O atoms contribute the formation of magnetic
ground state. Local magnetic moments on O and C are 0.545μB

and 0.43μB , respectively. For the Cu-O case, the sum of
the local magnetic moments on Cu atoms is calculated as
1.03μB . Magnetization is affected from elongation of the
nanowire. For example, the total magnetic moment in the
Ag-C system is 1.64μB at c = 10.8 Å and becomes 1.83μB

at c = 12.8 Å.
We have also considered the linear alloy nanowires of

Au, Ag, and Cu with O, C, and H for comparison. These
types of nanowires have two atoms in their unit cells with
metal-impurity periodic units. Applied force on the alloy
nanowires calculated at each lattice constant is given as
Fz = ∂ET

∂�z
, where �z is the amount of elongation of the

nanowires. Breaking force (Fp

break) of these alloy nanowires
is higher than 2.77 nN for O and C cases and in the range
2.27–2.92 nN for H; see Table II for the list. The Au-C
nanowire has the highest F

p

break, which is found to be 4.84 nN.
These force values are relatively high compared to breaking
forces (Fnp

break) of the M1-M2-M3-I-M4 nanowires illustrated
in Fig. 3, because we have calculated F

p

break with two atoms
unit cells. Another important point is that alloy nanowires have
only metal-impurity bonds, which are quite strong compared
to metal-metal bonds. We can consider these F

p

break values as
the upper theoretical limit for the breaking force of Au, Ag,
and Cu wires containing atomic impurities. Note that F

np

break
values for atomic impurities only are presented in Table II.
There is a strong correlation between EBB and F

np

break. Both of
them follow the same trend. For each metal atom, the highest

F
np

break value has been obtained for the wire containing the H
atom. We have observed that F

np

break values are smaller than
FB of the clean monatomic chains. Although the impurity
atoms strongly bind to the nanowires and form strong bonds
with the metal atoms, they usually cause weakening of the
farthest metal-metal bond. While the breaking force or FB of
the clean Cu nanowire is 1.53 nN, it becomes 1.05 nN for Cu
nanowire contaminated with O. It has been found that H (C)
has the lowest (highest) effect on the breaking force. Insertion
of C significantly reduces the breaking force of the Au wire.
The maximum sustainable force just before nanowire rupture
decreases from 1.79 nN (FB of the clean Au nanowire) to 0.90
nN (Fnp

break of the Au-C nanowire). Likewise, Skorodumova
et al.63 have calculated the breaking force of the infinite and
finite AuNC (and H) chains, where N represents the number
of Au atoms in the unit cell of the infinite wires and the
monatomic part of the tip supported finite nanowire. They
have found similar breaking forces for the infinite and finite
monatomic nanowires. For the infinite Au4C (Au4H) nanowire,
the breaking force is calculated as 1.0 (1.6) nN, in agreement
with our findings. The calculated value of F

np

break is 0.90 nN for
C and 1.56 nN for the H impurity case.

In order to get more insight about the interaction of
nanowire with the impurities, we have also considered gas
phase H2 and O2 molecules as displayed in Fig. 3(b). Con-
cerning the lowest energy configuration, we have considered
five configurations with different orientation of the H2 and
O2 molecules. The initial distance of impurity from the
nanowire varies between 2 and 2.45 Å. We have chosen
two different lattice constants c for each system. These are
c = 9.92 (2.48) Å and 10.2 (2.55) Å for Cu chains, and
11.12 (2.78) Å and 11.4 (2.85) Å for Au and Ag nanowires.
The values given in parentheses are the average interatomic
distances in clean nanowires for the given lattice constants.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Variation in the bond lengths during stretching of chain nanowires. The bond lengths b1, b2, and b3 are represented
by solid circles, open squares, and open diamonds, respectively.

At these lattice constants, the linear structure is energetically
more favorable than the zigzag structure.

In general, the Ag nanowire does not interact with the
molecular species. H2 and O2 molecules are repelled by the
Ag nanowire. Therefore only the physisorbed state might be
possible. Remember that the linear Ag-molecular impurity
system is very brittle against elongation and the energy of bond
b3 is very small compared to the one in the atomic impurity
cases. As a result of elongation, wire breaks from bond b3; see

Table II. The Cu nanowire forms strong chemical bonds with
the O2 in all configurations for both lattice constants. The initial
linear structure of the nanowire turns into a distorted zigzag
structure upon interaction with the impurity. However, the H2

molecule strongly interacts with the nanowire and incorporates
into the Cu chain only in str4 for c = 11.4 Å and str5 for
both c values. On the other hand, the Au nanowire strongly
attracts the O and H molecules in str2, str4, and str5 for
c = 11.4 Å. Meanwhile, for the other c value, interaction is

TABLE III. The calculated Bader charge on each atom in the atomic impurity cases for equilibrium structures. + (−) means that charge is
given (taken).

Au Ag Cu

Atom O C H O C H O C H

M1 −0.05 −0.22 −0.05 +0.05 −0.04 −0.12 +0.005 −0.057 −0.06
M2 −0.13 −0.17 −0.05 −0.004 +0.02 −0.12 −0.05 −0.055 +0.01
M3 +0.45 +0.28 +0.08 +0.40 +0.23 +0.17 +0.44 +0.28 +0.18
I −0.65 −0.23 −0.06 −0.75 −0.41 −0.1 −0.83 −0.39 −0.29
M4 +0.38 +0.34 +0.08 +0.40 +0.22 +0.17 +0.43 +0.23 +0.18
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 5. Charge-density plots of (a) Cu-H, (b) Cu-C, and (c) Cu-O
nanowires on a plane passing through the bonds.

weak. It can be argued that there is a close relation between
the interaction strength and the length of the nanowire. The
initial structure and the lattice constant considerably influence
the interaction between the nanowire and the impurity. The
Au and Cu nanowires show higher reactivity to H2 and O2

molecules compared to the Ag nanowire.
Next, we have studied the breaking dynamics of wire-

impurity systems by simply applying tensile stress along the
wire direction. We have started with the relaxed structures of
str4 wire depicted in Fig. 3(b) for the contaminated Cu and Au
nanowires. The wires have been elongated in small steps of 0.1,
0.15, and 0.2 Å depending on the type of impurity and metal
atoms. At each step of elongation, the wire has been allowed
to relax and this relaxed structure of the previous step has been
used as the initial structure of the next step. The evolution
of the Cu-O2 nanowire can be followed from Fig. 6(a). The
utmost bond length stretching is observed between Cu(1) and
Cu(2) atoms. At the strain value of 11.6%, the Cu(1)-Cu(2)
bond length increases from 2.31 to 3.47 Å. However, the
O-Cu bond length stays almost constant during pulling. The
O-O bond significantly elongates (about 0.12 Å), verifying
the strong interaction existing between the Cu nanowire and
oxygen molecule. The wire tends to break when c exceeds

FIG. 6. (Color online) Snapshots of structural evolution of the str4 in (a) Cu-O2 and in (b) Cu-O during the stretching. Lattice constants c

(in Å) and bond lengths (in Å) between the relevant atoms are shown. Big pink (small red) spheres represent Cu (O) atoms. Chain axis denoted
by dashed line is parallel to the z direction. We have also defined an axis for O2 molecule, passing through O atoms. α is the angle between
chain axis and molecule axis.
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FIG. 7. (Color online) The band structure of Cu-H, Cu-H2, Cu-C,
Cu-O, and Cu-O2. Fermi level of metallic systems shown by dashed
lines marks the zero of energy. In semiconducting wires, the zero of
the energy indicates the top the valence band. For magnetic systems,
majority (minority) spin components are represented with dark solid
(red dashed) lines.

11.85 Å. This value is comparable with the breaking point
of the linear Cu-O2 wire. The maximum force sustainable
by the nanowire just before rupture is found to be 1.05 nN.
Interestingly, total magnetic moment (2μB) of the wire does
not change during stretching. The axis passing through O
atoms does not coincide with the axis of the nanowire in
any step. While the orientation of the O2 molecule changes
slightly, Cu atoms move to the chain axis during the pulling.
The wire-molecular impurity system usually breaks before
complete linearization is obtained. However, in the case of
Cu-atomic oxygen impurity depicted in Fig. 6(b), the structure
of the wire becomes linear before the nanowire breaking. All
atoms almost line up on the chain axis and the wire eventually
breaks from the Cu-Cu bond remote from the impurity. Due
to the interesting behavior of the Cu-oxygen system explained
above, we can claim that long and stable Cu monatomic chains
may form in an oxygen-rich environment. Our findings are in
agreement with the recent experimental results, which have
shown that the presence of oxygen induces the formation of
long Cu-O chains.43

Electronic properties of the wire-impurity systems are
outlined in Table II. The Au-O and Cu-O systems exhibit
half metallic behavior. These chains are metallic for one
spin direction while they are semiconducting for the other

spin direction. Majority spin components have an energy
gap of 1 eV for Au and 1.3 eV for Cu case. Except Ag-
O2, wire-molecular impurity systems display semiconducting
character. Eg is in the range 0.13–0.68 eV. Interestingly,
the Au-C nanowire is a semiconductor with a gap of
0.13 eV in agreement with the findings of Skorodumova et al.63

Moreover, they have observed conductance oscillations in C
and H contaminated Au nanowires as a function of the number
of Au atoms (N ). It has been shown that there is a single
band crossing the Fermi level if the Au-C and Au-H chains
contain an odd and even number of Au atoms N , respectively.
In our work, we have considered even N chains, and Au-C and
Au-H systems show semiconducting and metallic behaviors,
respectively. In Fig. 7, only the band structures for Cu case are
shown as a prototype. For metallic systems, bands crossing
the Fermi level have d- and p-orbital character in Cu-O and
Cu-C systems. In the H case, both s and p orbitals of Cu
atoms contribute to the metallic band crossing the Fermi level.
Since C (and also O) provides an additional four (two) valent
p electrons to the nanowire system, incorporation of these
impurities significantly modifies the electronic structure of the
clean wire.

V. CONCLUSION

Interaction of atomic or molecular species with metal
nanowires has been studied. We have found that atomic
impurities interact more strongly with the nanowires compared
to molecular ones. Impurity atoms can easily incorporate
into the nanowires from the environment. The addition of an
impurity remarkably modifies both mechanical stability and
electronic properties of the clean nanowires. In general, the
contaminated nanowires tend to break from a metal-metal
bond remote from the impurity. Our findings suggest that
the stability and electronic properties of the metal nanowires
can be tuned by using appropriate doping. The presence of
the suitable atomic and molecular impurities in the growth
conditions can facilitate the formation of a stable nanowire of
an element that has little tendency for the nanowire formation.
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